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Let X be a finite set of n-elements and suppose t > 0 is an integer. In 1975, P. 
Erdtis asked for the determination of the maximum number of sets in a family 
.i’= (F, ,..., F,}, F, c X, such that lFinFjl # t for 1 < i#j< m. This problem is 
solved for n > no(t). Let us mention that the case t = 0 is trivial, the answer being 
2”-‘. For t = 1 the problem was solved in [3]. For the proof a result of 
independent interest (Theorem 1.5) is used, which exhibits connections between 
linear algebra and extremal set theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For an n-element set X we denote by 2” the set of all the subsets of X. 
Thus a family 3 of subsets of X is just a subset of 2X. For every integer t, 
n > t > 0, let us define 
.Y(n, t) = 
n+todd, (AzX:lAl>(n+t+ 1)/2} 
n+teven,{AcX:IAn(X-x,,)l>(n+t)/2},x,EXisfixed. 
It is easy to check that for F, F’ E F(n, t), 1 F n F’ 1 > t holds. 
Following a conjecture of ErdCis, Ko, Rado [2], Katona proved 
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THEOREM 1.1. (Katona [5]). Suppose Xc 2’: an for euery F, F’ E 3- 
/F n F’ / > t holds, then 
Moreover, if t > 1, (r] = ]X(n, t)l, lhen 3 =Y(n, t). 
The main tool in Katona’s proof was the next theorem which is interesting 
in its own right. To state it we need a definition. Suppose g > 0 is an integer, 
d c 2x. Define 
THEOREM 1.2 (Katona [5]). If 0 <g < h and g + t + 1 > h (g, h, t are 
integers), and A?’ is a family of h-subsets of X such that any two members of 
_c3 intersects in at least t f 1 points. Then 
Note that in the above theorem one can have equality by taking all the 
h-subsets of a (2h - t - 1)set. 
In 1975, Erdos [ 1 ] proposed the following problem: What happens if in 
Theorem 1.1 we replace the condition lFn F’ I > t by the apparently weaker 
IFnF’I # t? Let us define 
X*(n, t) = X(n, t) U (A c X, IA 1 < t}. 
Then obviously for F, F’ ER*(n, t) we have (Fn F’( # t. In [3] it was 
conjectured that this construction is best possible (for n > n,,(t)), and it was 
proved for the case t = 1. The main tool for the proof was an appropriate 
generalization of Theorem 1.2. 
In this paper we prove this conjecture. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose .Y- c 2K, 1 F n F’ 1 # t for F, F’ E f, n > n,(t). 
Then I,9-/ < jX*(n, t)l, moreover equality holds only if--” = Y*(n, t). 
For the proof we need, again, a generalization of Theorem 1.2. It will be 
put together from two theorems. 
Let 0 < I< n and A, ,...,A(;) be all the different I-subsets of X. For 
.Xc 2” we define the Zth containment matrix M(Y, I) in the following way. 
Let .F = {F, ,..., F,}, then A4 is m by ( 7) and it has general entry 
m,,j = 1 if AjcFi 
=o if AicF,. 
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THEOREM 1.4 (Frank1 and Singhi 141). Suppose Y is a family of 
h-subsets of X, n > h > t > 0, and for every F, F’ E .Y- we have /F n F’ ) # t. 
If h - t has a prime power divisor which is greater than t, then the rows of 
M(Y, h - t - 1) are independent over the rationals. 
Note that the conditions of Theorem 1.4 are satisfied if 
h - t > I-Ipa<t<pa+l pa. Set q(t) = 1 + t + &Gt<paLlpa. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose .Y- is a family of h-subsets of X such that the 
rows of M(fl, h - t - 1) are independent over the rationals, and let g be an 
integerO<g<h,g+t+l>h>t+l. Then 
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 have the following : 
COROLLARY 1.6. If h > q(t) then in Theorem 1.2 one can replace the 
condition j A n A’ 1 > t by IA n A’ / # t, and still have the same conclusion. 
Let us remark that in [4] it is conjectured that the conclusion of 
Theorem 1.4 holds whenever h > 2t + 1. This would imply 
CONJECTURE 1.7. The statement of Corollary 1.6 holds whenever 
h>2t+ 1. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5 
First we consider the case g = h - t - 1. If G c X, / G I = g, G @ Rg then 
in M(F, g) the column corresponding to G consists of zeros only. Thus we 
can omit ail such columns without diminishing the row-rank of the matrix. 
Thus we obtain an j,Fl by /Rg] matrix of full row rank, yielding j,F] < 
]flg], as desired. 
Now we prove the theorem by induction on h. By the preceding case we 
may assume g + t + 1 > h + 1, and consequently g > 1. 
For an x E X let M(x) denote the submatrix of M(SZ; h - t - 1) spanned 
by all the F E.3- satisfying x E X and all the G c.X satisfying 
lGI=h-t-l, x@G. Also, set.Y(x)={F-{x}:xEFEF} Now M(x) 
is just M(F(x), (h - 1) -t). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. M(F(x), (h - 1) - (t - 1) - 1) has full row-rank. 
ProoJ Suppose the contrary and let a(B) be rational numbers for 
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B E X(x) such that the linear combination, with coefficients a(B) of the 
rows of M(Y(x), h - 1 - t) is zero. It means that 
V Gc (x- Ix}>, JGI=h-t-l, y- a(Bj=O. 
GZFW 
(1) 
We want to show that the linear combination of the corresponding rows of 
M(X, h - t - l), with the same coefficients p(F) = a(B) for F = B U (x}, is 
also zero. 
In view of (I), for GcX- (x), JGJ=h- 1 --t we have 
x P(F) = s a(B) = 0. 
GCFE.7 GCRE 9-x) 
IfGcX:/G\=h-t-l,xEG,then,again,applying(l): 
L‘ P(F)=IF-GI-’ x x 
G c?e 7 
P(F) 
YE(X-G) (GU[.Vl)ClE f 
=/F-G]-’ c \‘ a(F- {x}) = 0. 
?;E(X-G) lGuI~)-(.~l)‘(F-(xl)~.~(.~) 
Since M(.F, h - t - 1) is of full row rank, this is a contradiction, proving 
the proposition. 
Now we want to apply the induction hypothesis to F(x) with h’ = h - 1, 
g’=g-1,t’=t-l.Westillhave(g-l)+(t-1)+1==g+t-1>h-1 
(since g + t + 1 > h + l), i.e., g’ + t’ + 1 > h’. As h >, t + 1, h’ > t’ + 1 and 
g > 1 implies 0 <g’ < h’. Thus we have i 
P-(x>“-’ Iz l-J”(x>l [ (2h;: ; 2 )‘( 2hh-; 2 ) ] 
=IF(x)l~ [ (““-8-‘)ii’“-/y )]. (2) 
Since, obviously 
using (2) we deduce 
lp-l>$ 2 Ipyx,,f[ (2h-;-‘)/(2h-hf-‘j ] 
XEX 
2h-t-1 = I 
g 
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3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Let us define for 0 ,< i < n 
<F= {FEF: IFi = i}, fi=i*I, $= {x-F:FELFJ}. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For t + 1 < i < (n + t)/2 
F~-fn.Fn+,&i = 0. 
Proof: Suppose the contrary, i.e., there exist G, F such that G c F E. T, 
F-Gl=t, (X-G)E.E But (X - G) f’ F = F - G contradicting 
F’fTFI#tforF,F’E.9? 
Consequently l.FiP’l + lL<+,Pii < (i!,). 
In view of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 this inequality yields 
Obviously we have also 
If fi = 0 for t <j < q(t) then summing 
n + t even also (4) we obtain 
if n + t is even. (4) 
n + t - q(t) <j < n. (5) 
up the inequalities (3), (5) and for 
yielding the desired bound, for t > 0, /,Fl = l..F*(n, t)l is possible only if 
fi = 0 for q(t) < i < (n + t)/2 and consequently .F =.F*(n, t), here in the 
case n + t even we use the fact that equality holds in (4) iff 
L7cn+tj,2 =L++Yn, 4n+tj,2 (cf. PI>. 
Thus, we may assume now that there exists F, E 9-, t < /F, / < q(t). Let us 
set a=lFl, b=[(n+t+2)/2]. Then there are (y)(i:T) b-subsets B ofX 
with I B n F, 1 = t. Of course, none of these sets is in F. Thus 
(7) 
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Setting fb = (i ) - m, from (3) we obtain fflfteb < [(n - b)/(n + t - b)] m; 
thus, in view of (7), 
Summing up the inequalities (3) for q(t) < i < [(n + t + 2)/2 ], (4), (5) and 
(8) we obtain 
In (9) for t fixed the first term in the bracket is growing exponentially in 
n(b = [(n + t + 2)/2]) while the second is bounded by n4(‘). Thus for 
n > n,(t), /y < IF”@, t)l. I 
Let us note that more careful calculation shows that if Theorem 1.4 holds 
for h > h,(t), then Theorem 1.5 holds also for n > 3/t,(t). Thus Conjec- 
ture 1.7 would imply Theorem 1.5 for n > 6t. 
Remark 3.2. The same proof yields that for given t’, t, 0 < t’ < t and 
n > n,,(t), any .F c 2” satisfying j F n F’ ) < t’ or ]Ff? F’ ) > t for every F, 
F’ E .F has IF] < l.F(n, t)l + Cogict, (y ). This was conjectured in [3]. 
4. APPENDIX 
Here-for completeness’ sake-we sketch the proof of Theorem 1.4. Let 
q =ps the prime power dividing h - t and satisfying q > t. Let us suppose 
that some linear combination of the rows of M(F, h - t - 1) is zero, let ci 
denote the coefficient of the row of Fi, the cI)s can be supposed to be integers 
and such that not all of them are divisible by p. By symmetry assume p/c, . 
This linear dependence is equivalent to 
-i- ci=o 
TrFi 
for every TE h -I- I . 
i 1 
If s E (,i ), s < h - t - 1, then (10) implies 
\‘ ci 
SCTcFi,ITl=h-t-1 
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Summing up (11) for S E ( “,I ) we obtain 
Let the rational numbers CZ,, 0 < i < h - t - 1, be defined by 
K- ax= c 1 1 i s n CA-l- l)! f<i<h (i -x) Ef p(x). O<S<h-I-1 s 
Now p(x) = 0 if t < i < h and p(j) = (“7L-7 ‘) for j = O,..., t - 1. All these 
numbers are divisible by p, However, p(h) = (-l)h-‘-l. Summing up (12) 
for 0 <s < h - t - 1 with coefficients a, we infer 0 = (-l)h-‘P’ cI (mod p), 
a contradiction. 1 
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